
THE PERFECT 
EMAIL TEMPLATE 
 

Your email list should be the MOST PROFITABLE asset your 
business owns! So, writing emails that both get read AND drive 
action is imperative! I've analyzed thousands of emails that have 
generated 100's thousands of dollars and discovered 6 key elements 
to include! Here they are... 
 
1. The Subject Line 

 
Getting your email opened is the MOST important part. So 
spend time crafting a subject line that speaks to your 
reader, piques curiosity and is going to get them to want to 
click. Ask yourself... "If I got this email, would I open it?" 
 
2. Lead / Hook 
 
Capturing the reader’s attention in the first couple lines is 
what will keep them reading. Use questions, open loops and 
speak to their pain points or desires to encourage them to 
keep reading! 
 
3. Story 
 
The most profitable emails we have sent have always had a 
story element to them. Creating compelling stories will 
keep people reading and allow you to get a message or 
lesson across in an enjoyable way. Keep track of things 
happening in your life you can turn into a story and share 
with your subscribers. 
 
4. Transition 
 
Transitioning from your story to the call to action has to be 
done smoothly. You can’t just abruptly end your story and 



make an offer. Find a way to share a key lesson, or what you 
got out of it and how that can move into step 5. 
 
5. Call to Action 
 
Every email has to have a call to action. Even if it’s just for 
content. You want to condition your subscribers to click on 
your links so that when you do make an offer, they will click 
it. Make sure to position your CTA as a benefit to your 
reader and what they will ultimately get out of it! 
 
6. P.S. 
 
The P.S. is perfect to close any loops, or make any 
reminders of scarcity and your call to action. Don't over do 
it, but it can be used to great effect to get people to take 
action! 


